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94 AT 34, MY GRANDMOTHER AND ALAIN ROBBE-GRILLET 
— Somewhat recently, my ability to remember historical details has been impaired. I had forgotten that my 
grandmother died. One Saturday afternoon, I was sitting in a lecture when my phone vibrated. I looked 
down to see my cousin’s name. He lives in San Francisco, and we rarely speak. Surely he was calling to 
notify my immediate family and I of my 90-something-year-old grandmother’s passing. 
The next morning, I spoke to my sister, “B. called me last night. I think he was calling to tell me that our 
grandmother died.” My sister answered, “but Lisa, she’s already dead.” I had forgotten. Apparently, it was 
just last year that he had called to let me know—and helped facilitate the ordering of a flower bouquet on 
our behalf, for the funeral. 
Shortly after my cousin’s phone call, I was chitchatting with two people following the aforementioned 
lecture. We were talking about movies. I relayed that BAM (Brooklyn Academy of Music), was to be 
screening Alain Robbe-Grillet films next week. I added, “Not the ones where he was the screen-writer, but 
the films that Robbe-Grillet wrote and directed himself, like L’Immortelle and Trans-Europ-Express.” One 
person in our trio then asked me if Robbe-Grillet was still alive. I answered, “...I think...so...didn’t he 
recently write a book called Repetition or something like that?” 
The next morning, after I had spoken to my sister about my grandmother, I realized that Alain Robbe- 
Grillet was dead too. On the day he died, I had texted a friend with the following postmortem communiqué: 
“Robbe-Grillet died.” My friend and I had this morbid tradition of sending each other truncated “Who 
Died” texts every now and then (“Yves Saint Laurent died”, “Boris Yeltsin died”, “Bergman AND 
Antonioni died!”—dreading the “David Bowie died” text). But going back to Robbe- Grillet, the day of his 
death, I had read at least three obituaries from various sources. 
Robbe-Grillet’s writing from the 1950’s and 60’s had inspired me for several consecutive years. I liked the 
way his novels rhythmically lulled me into a pensive and nonproductive state. In sharp contrast, my 
grandmother had barely any effect on me at all—we were not close. Even with the mediation of an expert 
translator (the Richard Howard equivalent for Cantonese!), I doubt I would have found much in common 
with her. But still, she was my last surviving grandparent, a minor historical detail to be remembered. 
If we meet, feel free to remind me about all of the above. 
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